International Young Scholars Journal of Languages
IYSJL is an online, peer-reviewed biannual journal. The journal aims to provide an avenue
for young scholars to publish their research work and to share their findings or insights with
other young scholars, academicians and practitioners. The objective of this journal is to inspire
undergraduate students to become prolific writers. The paper should comprise research which
is empirically grounded or theoretically oriented.

MANUSCRIPT REQUIREMENTS
Format

All files should be submitted as a Microsoft Word document which is B5
(JIS) size format. 12-point Times New Roman, spacing 1.0. In mirror
margins (Top, Bottom & Outside: 2.49 cm, Inside: 2 cm).

Article
Length

A maximum of 5000 words. This includes all texts, excluding Abstract,
References, tables and/or figures. Maximum 15 pages.

Article Title

A title of not more than TEN words.

Article Title
Page

This should include: IYSJL Logo, Article Title, Author Details,
Supervisor’s Name (As Second Author-where applicable), Structured
Abstract (Purpose, methods, findings, implication, originality of research),
Keyword (maximum five).

Headings

The first page heading must have the publication number of journals.
Follow the publication number provided. The second page should contain
the running title of your paper. This can be edited by clicking 2 times at the
header of the page and select “Different Odd and Even Pages” on top of
option to ensure that the first page heading and the second page heading is
not the same.

Contents

Must include Introduction, Problem Statement, Literature Review,
Research Methodology, Results and Discussion and Conclusion.

Figures

All Figures (charts, diagrams, line drawings, web pages/screenshots, and
photographic images) should be numbered and be in the text.

Tables

Tables should be typed and included in the text in the main body of the
article not in a separate file. 11-point Times New Roman, spacing 1.0.

References

References to other publications must be in APA style (7th Edition) and
cautiously checked for totality, accuracy and consistency. This is very
important in an electronic environment because it enables your readers to
exploit the References.
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TIMELINE
International Young Scholars Journal of Languages (IYSJL) Vol. 4, No. 2, December 2021.
26th September 2021 – 30th September 2021
Manuscript submission by students/SVs to IYSJL’s email
(Followed the format)

1st October 2021 – 14th October 2021
Manuscript submission to reviewer for reviewing process

17th October 2021 – 24th October 2021
Correction by authors based on reviewer’s comments

25th October 2021 – 28th October 2021
Editor decision for publication

1st November 2021 onwards
Production & Publication process
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NOTE
Manuscript: IYSJL accepts submission of manuscripts,
- That have not been published elsewhere (including proceedings)
- That are not currently being submitted to other journals
- Final acceptance of the manuscript is subject to 24% or lesser similarity index in the
plagiarism check.
Regular article is a full-length original empirical investigations, consisting of introduction,
methods, results & discussion and conclusion. Original research work should present new and
significant findings that contribute to the advancement of the research area. Analysis and
Discussion must be supported with relevant references.
Size: Generally, it is expected not to exceed 5000 words (excluding the Abstract, References,
tables and/or figures), a maximum of 80 references, and an abstract of less than 250 words.
Layout size for word document must be B5 (JIS) format.
Language Accuracy: IYSJL emphasizes on the linguistic accuracy of every manuscript
published. Articles submitted must be either in English, Malay or Arabic and they must be
competently written and presented in clear and concise manner. Contributors are strongly
advised to have the manuscript checked by a language expert with ample experience in writing
manuscripts for academic journal in the language selected.
Author(s) may be required to provide a certificate confirming that their manuscripts have been
adequately edited. All editing costs must be borne by the author(s).
Linguistically hopeless manuscripts will be rejected straightaway (e.g., when the language is
so poor that one cannot be sure of what the authors really mean). This process, taken by authors
before submission, will greatly facilitate reviewing, and thus publication.

Regards,
DR. MOHAMAD SUHAIZI BIN SUHAIMI
Chief Editor
International Young Scholar Journal of Languages
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